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March 22, 2016
Meeting began at 0903 hours with President Matt Goodbred looking for quorum, which was not present, this meeting
was changed to informational at this point.

SECRETARY REPORT: was sent out and no changed requested.

TREASURES REPORT: deferred

CE:
Matt advised he was told of a question on the quiz that was written incorrectly, the questions were reviewed, and no
errors were noted.
Evan and Edwin spoke on preceptors and the needed CE from them.
Edwin asked that the chiefs, coordinators and others present at the providers council to please speak to each of your
providers who are in the field so they are aware of what is happening and what is being requested from them. There
seems to be a vast majority of the medics that have not been told of changes, thoughts, QI and issues that are discussed
at these meetings. Jack stated he is hanging the minutes from the prior meeting in the EMS room for EMS to read and
review. These minutes are being posted on the SFV EMS website also for providers to review also.

QI:
Deb Ward went over the January and February data. There is an overall success rate of IV starts of 72%
Goal for overall IV success rate was set of 75%
Goal for I/O success rate was set at 85%
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HOSPITAL CE:
Delnor nothing new
PMMC: Scott offers monthly 12 lead EKG classes and if interested contact him in the office for time and dates.
RCMC: Jack announced that Dr. V. J. Shah would teach the next 12 lead classes from Fox Valley cardiology. These classes
will be October 24, 25 & 26, 2016 to be held at Oswego FD station #1 starting 0900 hours each day. It will be the same
class repeated each day as in the past.
Jack asked what would stimulate EMS to get better attendance and participation when the provider is not being paid
and is not on duty. There were no suggestions to increase the enrollment or involvement from EMS.
Mike Kalina suggested getting some lawyers or legal panel to speak about EMS issues and discuss what is involved in
depositions and court proceedings. Jack asked if he had any contacts or suggestion on names/firms. Mike will get info
to Jack for possible future classes.

CARS:
Discussion on NEMSIS reporting and filling out of reports and data used took place. There was long discussion on fixing
issues and getting the proper data in by the providers.
There was discussion on the ESO narc log book and where the RN staff could witness the waste of meds by signing the
form via computer, mouse etc.
Edwin states that there has been an increase in EMS providers leaving the ED without leaving reports. Edwin sited from
the rules and regulation 515.350. All EMS providers will be leaving written final locked version of the ESO reports at the
hospital before leaving the ED. He states that this is the law. It was asked what if EMS does not leave the report and
returns to the station or drill? Edwin replied that they are in violation on the rules and regulations and could be dealing
with IDPH, which could and would be subject to fines for that provider/agency/department. Edwin stated that he had
run data on when reports were finalized and locked since January 2016.
4-12 hours after the call that 874 runs completed
12-24 hours after the call that 150 runs were completed
24-48 hours after the call that 72 runs were completed
48-72 hours after the call that 34 calls were completed
72+ hours after the call that 65 calls were completed.
Edwin asked that the chiefs and coordinators review this with providers and fix the issues.
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CHEST PAIN ACCREDITATION:
DELNOR: see attached
PMMC: 12-Lead acquisition process improvement plan (PIP) February numbers were 30/30 (100%) for 12-Lead
acquisition and aspirin administration. One of those patients was a STEMI and three took aspirin prior to calling 911.
One of the patients that took their own aspirin was a STEMI.
Ten STEMIs already in March.
February’s “ Run of the Month” goes to Aurora’s Medic 10. 66 y/o M pulseless with agonal respirations. CPR, IO, shock x
3, tubed, appropriate drugs. On 3/21, he was seen sitting in a chair and feeding himself on 5th floor.
RCMC: Jack went over the EKG data showing a decrease in successful transmissions and c/o listed. One department had
some issues with equipment.
Jack spoke on ASA administration when there is a working dx of ACS vs Stroke.
Jack announced that the next 12 lead classes would be October 24, 25 & 26th 2016 at Oswego FD with Dr. V. J. Shah
speaking.

PARAMEDIC CLASS INFO & UPDATE:
Evan spoke updated class on there is currently 29 students in both classes at this time. The students have begun
hospital clinical as on March 21, 2016. Delnor, Mercy & Copley all were present to speak to both classes yesterday.
Evan states that there was 100% pass rate from the 129 class.
Evan states that if the student is in the field they must be listed as “student” for legal reasons.
Evan advised members that respiratory and cardiac sections are coming up for studies.
Evan thanks the departments for allowing medic student riders to facilitate the education of the students.
There was discussion on how the medic class will be changing in 2017 moving to a 16-month class and highlights were
given of the prior meeting where this was discussed and rational was given for these decisions.
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EMERGING ISSUES:
There was no report available at this time since next meeting will be 04/25/2016.

OLD BUSINESS:
None was brought up.

NEW BUSINESS:
Edwin mentioned that every depart needs to update their roster and submit it to him ASAP. He asked that if you
department/organization hires a new person or brings them on to the department please do a personal information
sheet enter all the data and let the system know of this person.
April 2016 Providers Council cancelled, next meeting will be MAY 24, 2016 0900 hours.

Session dismissed at 1103 hours

Respectively submitted,

___________________________
Jack Taxis
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